
EXTENDED PAN STYLE
Called extended because it fits beneath tailgate extending out 
from rear sill to be flush with gate for a nice finished look from the 
side of truck. Evens up the tailgate for a nice profile. Extended 
pan does not come quite to bottom of the rear fender, if using 
license box the original rear sill needs cut out, cut out area will be 
covered by pan. Easy to install can be bolted on or welded.
Smooth ...................................................7243 ..............$115.00 ea
With license box .....................................7243-B ..........$150.00 ea

ROUNDED PAN STYLE
Fits over rear bed sill, no cutting. Meets bottom of rear fender. 
Can be installed on finished beds, no cutting of rear sill, can be 
bolted or welded. Goes under bed extension.
Rounded pan, smooth ............................7241 ..............$125.00 ea
With license box  ....................................7241-B ..........$158.00 ea
Long bed smooth pan .............................F2-7241 ........$195.00 ea
Long bed with license box ......................F2-7241-B .....$225.00 ea

PAN CONSTRUCTION DETAIL 
Pans on this page are made from satin coated steel and spot 
welded. The quality is excellent. However, note that the seams 
are not hand finished like our pans shown on next page.

LOUVERED PANS
Note if not ordering louvered gate and pan together, watch louver 
measurements, note how our gate and pan louvers line up in 
picture. Extended style pans do not meet bottom of rear fender. 
Round pans do meet bottom of rear fender.
Extended style, see description above

With 4 rows louvers & license box ......7243-BV4 ......$175.00 ea
With 4 rows louvers ............................7243-V4 ........$145.00 ea
With 7 rows louvers ............................7243-V7 ........$160.00 ea

Rounded style, meets bottom of fender
With 4 rows louvers & license box ......7241-BV4 ......$175.00 ea
With 4 rows louvers, no box ...............7241-V4 .................CALL

Long bed pans are available with louvers as well, again, watch 
matching of louvers with gate, long bed can have 8 rows. Special 
order, call for help

LICENSE PLATE LIGHT .......................2224 ................$10.00 kit
Very small and easy to install, one small hole to drill

ROLL PAN LIGHTS
Pans can be made for lots of lights, so many options is 
impossible to list. See web for additional styles
Oval light, standard bulb .........................2272 ................$16.99 ea
Oval light, LED bulbs, as shown  ............2272-LED .......$55.00 ea
Oblong light, LED ...................................2274-LC ..........$29.95 ea
With sequential arrow .............................2275-AC .........$68.50 ea

LED FLASHER ........................................2921 ..................$9.50 ea
Lights do not draw enough power by them selves to run a 
conventional flasher

SEQUENTIAL LIGHT CONTROLLER 2225-SQ .......$198.00 ea
Sealed housing, no relays to wear out, electronic flasher 
included. This flasher runs slow enough for three lights to turn on 
completely, works with LED lights, (may need ballast resistor) 2 
year warranty. Made in USA!

Goes under gate over rear x-member under extension, 
not quite to bottom of rear fender.

Side view, note how the 
extended pan comes out 
under the gate, while all 
rounded pans are flush with 
the stock bed sill.

All roll pans are oversize shipping

Pan goes UNDER bed extension

Box sets UNDER rear x-member, no cutting.

LOUVER 
MEASUREMENTS
4 rows of 4” louvers with 
license box. Center line of 
row 1 is 6 5/8” from edge. 
Center line of row 2 is 12 
5/8” from edge

USA

USA

USA

USA

1-800-252-1956
Tech/Alt 928-565-2763 
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